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COMPACT SETS DEFINABLE BY FREE 3-MANIFOLDS

BY

W. H. ROW, JR.(»)

ABSTRACT. Shape conditions are given that force a compactum (i.e., a com-

pact metric space) embedded in the interior of a nonclosed, piecewise-linear 3-

manifold to have arbitrarily close, compact, polyhedral neighborhoods each com-

ponent of which is a 3-manifold with free fundamental group (i.e., to be definable

by free 3-manifolds).  For compact, connected ANR's these conditions reduce to

the criterion of having a free fundamental group. Additional conditions are given

that insure definability by handlebodies or cubes-with-handles. An embedding of

Menger's universal 1-dimensional curve in Euclidean 3-space is shown to have

the property that all tame surfaces, separating in 3*space a fixed pair of points,

cannot be adjusted (by a small space homeomorphism) to intersect the embedded

curve in a O-dimensional set.

1. Introduction.  Let X be a compact metric space and let h be a topological

embedding of X into the interior of a nonclosed, piecewise-linear 3-manifold M  .

We say ¿(X)  is definable by free 3-manifolds if h{X) = (~Y°, H .   where H. is a

compact polyhedron in Int M    (the interior of M ), each component of H . is a 3-

manifold with free fundamental group, and H.  . C Int H .. Keep this notation fixed

throughout the introduction.

In general the embedding h may determine if h(X) is definable by free 3-mani-

folds. (See the examples in [23], [4], [5].) This paper gives shape properties of

the components of X that imply h(X) is definable by free 3-manifolds. (§4, which

deals with properties of special embeddings of 1-dimensional compacta, is an excep-

tion.) Our properties (uv(r, s; G) and UVF defined in §2) fall under the category

of  "UV" or shape properties. We have chosen to define them in shape terms (i.e.,

ANR-sequences) rather than by neighborhood pairs (as in [19]).  For embeddings

in 3-manifolds these alternatives are equivalent.
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Let us name some special 3-manifolds with free fundamental group. A compact,

piecewise-linear 3-manifold H    is a handlebody if H    is a regular neighborhood of

a finite, polyhedral, connected graph in Int H . An orientable handlebody is a

cube-with-handles. We say h(X) is definable by cubes-with-handles if h(X) is

definable by free 3-manifolds and in addition each component of H. (in the defini-

tion of definable by free 3-manifolds) is a cube-with-handles. Similarly we can

define definable by handlebodies, definable by 3-cells, etc.

McMillan has studied the property of being definable by cubes-with-handles

rather extensively [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], If M3 is orientable and X

is a 1-dimensional ANR [l], [16], a polyhedron collapsible to a 1-dimensional sub-

polyhedron [16], a UV°° set [19], or a Sierpinski  curve [22], then h(X) is definable

by cubes-with-handles. Theorem 8.1 of Craggs [6] implies that if X is a polyhedron

each component of which has free fundamental group, then ¿(X) is definable by

free 3-manifolds. (Craggs actually obtains a much stronger result.) McMillan [17]

had previously shown that if X is a 2-sphere then h(X) is definable by free 3-mani-

folds. In [18], [19] McMillan provides acyclicity conditions that insure ¿(X) is

definable by homotopy cubes-with-handles.

Theorem 15, and Corollaries 14, 16, 17, 19, 20 contain the results alluded to

in the abstract. Our main result, Theorem 15, can be regarded as a generalization

of [18, Theorem 3Î« If we just consider the question of h(X) being definable by

free 3-manifolds, McMillan's results on planar compacta [22] are the only results

mentioned that lie outside the scope of Theorem 15.

Let « be a positive integer. If the components of X are 2-spheres, diadic

solenoids, toroidal continua, or are definable by cubes with no more than n handles,

then Theorem 15 implies that h(X) is definable by free 3-manifolds. Another spe-

cial case of the following question is answered in [22]. If each component of a

compact set V embedded in the interior of a 3-manifold is definable by free 3-mani-

folds, is  V definable by free 3-manifolds?

We will assume the reader is acquainted with regular neighborhood theory [28]

and geometric group theory [12], [15]. A good reference for algebraic topology is [25].

We will use Z , p a prime or zero, to denote the integers modulo p (Z.  is

the integers). We only use Z    as coefficient group for homology groups. In a given

context p will remain fixed. (We also use Z., Z., Z as names for polyhedra.

There should be no confusion.)

We adopt the convention that unidentified arrows between homology or homotopy

groups will denote inclusion induced homomorphisms. If A —» B is a homomorphism

we denote the kernel and image of A —» B by ker [A —* B], image [A —* B], respec-

tively. We use pG to denote the rank of a group G (see §2 for the definition). Man-

ifolds are always connected, separable, metric spaces. We use dM to denote the

boundary of a manifold M.
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2. Shape properties. In this section we will show properties uv(r, s; G) and

UVF, defined below, are shape properties for compact metric spaces. We will use

the ANR-sequence approach to shape developed in [13], [14]. See p. 6l of [13] for

a complete set of the definitions involved and a comparison with Borsuk's defini-

tion of shape [3].

Let X be a compact metric space. Then X = |Xn, pn      ,! is an ¿¡NR-sequence

associated with X if X is an inverse sequence of compact ANR's for metric spaces

and X is homeomorphic to the inverse limit of X- We will suppress the homeomor-

phism between X and the inverse limit of X- A map of sequences f: X —* Y where

Y = ÍY , g        A consists of an increasing function /: N —» N (N is the natural

numbers) and a collection of maps / : X,, . —» Y    such that / p,, , ,, /, is homo-
r     'n      fin) n 'nrf(n),f(n )

topic to g     » / i   for n < n'. Two maps  f, g:  X —» Y are homotopic, f ~ g , pro-

vided for each n in Ai there is an n' in N, n' > f(n), e(n), such that / p., .   , ^
— ' ° 'n  f\n),n   —

g p , ,   i. The composite gf: X —» Z of /: X —» Y and g: Y —» Z is a map of

sequences h_ : X -. Z given by h = f g: N -> N and hn = gj g{n)- Xf g(n) -» Z^.

The identity map of sequences  l_x: X —» X is given by 1^: N -r* N and lx : X

—► X . Two metric compacta X and V have the same shape, Sh(X) = Sh(Y), pro-

vided for some ANR-sequences X and Y associated with X and Y, respectively,

there exist maps of sequences f'X—*Y and g: Y —» X such that gf ~ l_x and

fg ~ l_y. We say Sh(X) fundamentally dominates Sh(Y), written Sh(X) > Sh(Y), if

in the above definition of Sh(X) = Sh(Y) we do not require gf ~ l^x. Borsuk

defines Sh(X) > Sh(Y) on p. 25 of [3] and the proofs in [13] show the definitions are

equivalent for compact metric spaces. In [ 14] Mardesic and Segal show the notions

of shape and fundamental domination do not depend on our choices of X and  Y

associated with X and Y.

We will need the following items to define properties uv(r, s; G) and UVF.

If A is a finitely generated group let the rank of A, written pA, be the least

number of generators in a presentation of A. We will use the following properties

of rank. (J. E. Leech provided the proof of (4).) (1) If A is a finitely generated

group and f: A —* B is an epimorphism then pB < pA. (2) If A and B are finitely

generated abelian groups and j: A —* B is an epimorphism then pA < pB + p ker /.

(3) If A is a finite dimensional vector space over Z , p a prime, then pA = dim A.

(4) If A is a finitely generated abelian group and B is a subgroup of A then pB

< pA. (Note that each epimorphism from the free group on  k elements onto A factors

through the free abelian group G,   on k elements. If we consider the preimage of

B in Gk, we see that pB < k.)

If d: A —, B   is a group homomorphism we say  d factors through a free

group if there exist a free group F and homomorphisms d^. A —* F, d-. F —* B

such that djd. = d. If X is a topological space, frequently we will use a prime,

X', to denote a component of X. If /: X —► Y is a map then /': X' —* Y' will
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denote the map f\xi' X  —» V   where  Y   is the component of Y that contains

f(X').
Let X = ¡X , p        j! be an ANR-sequence associated with a compact metric

space X. Let G be a finitely generated Abelian group. Suppose r and s are inte-

gers, r> 1, and s > 0. We say X has property uv(r, s; G) if given k there exists

/ such that if X,  is a component of X, and (p, j)^: Hf(X, ; G) —» H (X'; G) is the

homomorphism induced by p,  ., then

X has property UVF if given k there exists / such that if X,   is a component of

X, then the homomorphism (p, ¡) : n.(X,, x) —» ̂ (X^, pk ¡(x)), induced by p, ¡,

factors through a free group. Note that any map /: X. —► X,   that is homotopic (not

necessarily keeping x fixed) to p.   , also induces a homomorphism that factors

through a free group. Theorem 1 shows properties uv(r, s; G) and UVF do not

depend on our choice of X.

Remark. Suppose i is a topological embedding of a compact metric space X

into the interior of a nonclosed, piecewise-linear 3-manifold M    and //.,•••,// ,

• •• are compact polyhedra in Int M    such that h(X) =Ç\x_l H , each component

of H    is a 3-manifold, and H    , C Int H . Let h        , : H    , —» H    denote the
n ' n+1 n n,n + l        n + I n

inclusion map. Our primary interest is in the ANR-sequence H = \H , h        A

associated with X.

Note our property uv(n, 0; Z ) is equivalent to McMillan's property n — uv(Z )

[19] for embeddings in 3-manifolds.  By using a p-adic (p a prime)  solenoid type

construction with an increasing number of handles we can find a continuum that

has property uv(l, 0; Z ) but not property uv(l, k; Z ) for each  k and prime

q¿P-

Theorem 1.  Properties uv(r, s; G) and UVF are shape properties and are

preserved by fundamental domination.

Proof. It suffices to show our properties are preserved by fundamental domin-

ation. Suppose Sh(X)>Sh(Y) where X and Y are compact metric spaces. Using

the notation introduced in defining Sh(X) > Sh(Y), we have maps of sequences /:

X —» V and g: Y —► X such that /g~l_y. It follows from the definitions that

given k, for all / > f(k) there exists an n > g(l) such that

?*,»   Ä fkPHk),fiflSU),n

(i.e., qk     homotopy factors through ?/,.» 1).

Suppose X has property uv(r, s; G). Then given k, for some / and all compo-

nents X;  of X¡, pipías /)*(#r(X; i G)) < s. Hence there exists an n > g(l) such
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that for each component Y    of Y , p(q,    )A[H (Y ; G)) < s. So Y has property

uv(r, s; G).

Suppose X has property UVF. Then given k, for some / and all components

X,   of X., (p.... .)    factors through a free group. Hence there exists an n > g(t)

such that for each component Y    of Y , (q,    )    factors through a free group.

Therefore Y has property UVF.

An easy compactness argument yields

Lemma 2.  Suppose X is a compact metric space and P  is one of the proper-

ties uv(r, s; G) or UVF. Then X has property P  if and only if each component

of X has property P.

Theorem 3. Suppose X is a compact metric space and each component of X

has property uv(2, s; Z ) where p = 0 or a prime. Let h be a topological embed-

ding of X into the interior of a nonclosed, piecewise-linear 3-manifold M . If M

is nonorientable assume p = 2. Then h(X) = n°l'W where H. is a compact polyhedron

in Int M , each component of H. is a 3-manifold with no more than s + 1  boundary

components, and H .  , C Int H ..

Proof. Let U be a neighborhood of b{X) in Int Ar. It is sufficient to find a

compact polyhedron H Cl] such that each component of H is a 3-manifold with no

more than s + I boundary components and h(X) C Int H. Since X has property

uv(2, s; Z ) we can find compact polyhedra P and R contained in U such that

each component of P or R is a 3-manifold, P C Int R, b(X) C Int P, and for each

component P   of P and R   of R such that P  C R   we have

p image [// (P* ; Z ) -» HAr'; Z )] < s.¿ p ¿ p    —

Suppose P   is a component of P and P   is contained in R , a component of R.

Let H   be obtained from P   by adding to P   all components of the closure of

R' — P   that do not intersect ¡9/?', the boundary of R'. Note W  D P', dH   CdP ,

each component of R   — H   meets <3R , and if P   is another component of P then

//' contains P" or ft' O P" = 0.

H   has at most s + 1 boundary components. To establish this claim let 5,,

•• •, S   be the boundary components of H . Let /,»•••»/ _ , be polyhedral arcs in

R   such that / .  pierces each of 5.  and S   in exactly one point, / . O 5. = 0 for

/ 4 i or r, and dj. C dR . There exist homomorphisms d:. HAR ; Z ) —» Z    given

by computing the geometric intersection number mod p of a representative of an

element of H 2(R ; Z ) with /.. Hence 5j,.»», 5    . are carriers of independent

elements of H 2(R ; Z ). Since <?fi  C dP , r - 1 < s. Hence r< s + 1 as claimed.

If H    and H   are obtained from components  P    and P   of P, respectively, as

in the preceding two paragraphs then H   Ci H  = H , H , or 0. Suppose not. Since
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P  O P  = 0 there exist components O   of the closure of R   — P   and Q   of the

closure R" - P" such that Q' O Q" 4 0, do' C P', do" C P", P' C Q", and P" C O/.

Hence Q'u Q" is a closed 3-manifold contained in  M  , an impossibility.

Now a maximal disjoint collection of the 3-manifolds H    will be the compo-

nents of the required H.

3. Simple moves in 3-manifolds.  In this section we will develop the algebraic-

geometric background we need. This section relies heavily on results of D. R.

McMillan, Jr.

We will assume the reader is familiar with McMillan's notation and results on

simple moves in an orientable, nonclosed, piecewise-linear 3-manifold M    (see

§2 of [18] and [20]). If we remove the requirement that M    be orientable, only the

definition of c(Z*), on p. 130 of [18] and p. 162 of [20], needs to be altered. Re-

define c(Z ) = S (3 — x(S))    where the sum extends over all closed surfaces S in

dZ    and x(S) is the Euler characteristic of S. Now McMillan's results in §2 of

[18] and §2 of [20] hold for possibly nonorientable, nonclosed, piecewise-linear

3-manifolds /VI .

We will basically retain McMillan's notation in this section. Note 3-manifolds

are connected and M    will always be a nonclosed, piecewise-linear 3-manifold.

We deviate from McMillan's notation by using superscripts on 3-manifolds (i.e., M )

and dropping them on compact polyhedra each component of which is a 3-manifold

(i.e., W.   instead of W.). Recall that unidentified arrows denote inclusion induced

homomorphisms.

Lemma 4. Let p = 0 or a prime. Suppose W., W2, W, are compact polyhedra

such that each component of W.   is a 3-manifold, W, C Int W2, and W2 C Int W,.

Suppose that W is obtained from W¿  by an annexation of type 2 or a simple reduc-

tion in W,  and that VT, C Int W. Let VT    be a component of VT and suppose VT,  C

VY2 C VT,   are components of VT,, VT2, VT,, respectively, such that W', C VT*. Then

p image [»,(■{; Zp) — H^W'; Z )] < p image [ff^Uj; Z ) -tHjlW'j Z )]

and imaget/Vjdv'; Z ) -. Hx(Vi[; Zp)] is a subgroup of image[HA\Vl'2, Z) -* HjOfJ; Z )].

Proof. If VT = VT2 we are done. So suppose W ¿ W2° If VV is obtained from IV

by an annexation of type 2 then using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of W? and the

closure of VT' - VT2 with coefficients Z [25, p. 218] we see that î7j(IV2; Z ) —>

H ÄW ; Z ) is an epimorphism. If VT is obtained from VT, by simple reduction then

using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of W and the closure of VT2 — VT with coeffi-

cients Z we see that H,(VT ; Zft) —► H .(Wy, Z ) is a monomorphism. These two

facts applied to the four appropriate diagrams yield the desired conclusions.
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Lemma 5 for orientable 3-manifolds is given in [21, Lemma 10.2], We use

essentially the same proof. It is included here for completeness.

Lemma 5.  Let M     be a compact 3-manifold with nonempty boundary. Let p

be a prime and if M    is nonorientable assume p - 2. Then

2p image [//.(¿M3; Zp) — /^(Al3; ZpYl = pH^dM3; Zp).

Proof. Let / = image[f/jQAI3; Zp) -» W,(M3; Zp)]. Note AI3 is Zp-orientable

The exact homology sequence (Z    coefficients) of the pair (Al  , dAI ) may be

separated into two exact sequences thus:

0 -> H5(M, dM) -* H2(dM)   — H2(M)   -»   HA\H, dM) -» H^dM) -» / -» 0

1                       ill
0  <-   H0(M)<-H0(dM)<-Hl(M,dM)"-H^M)«- /-0

The vertical arrows represent isomorphisms given by Lefschetz duality [25,

p. 298] and the universal coefficient theorem [25, p. 244]. By exactness the alter-

nating sum of the ranks of the groups appearing in each row is zero. Hence our

conclusion follows.

Corollary 6 for orientable 3-manifolds appears in [2l].

Corollary 6. Suppose 7 is a boundary component of a compact 3-manifold M .

Let p be a prime and if M    is nonorientable assume p = 2. Then

2 p image [f/,(7; Zp) — H,(M3; Zp)] > p H^T; Zp).

Proof. In this proof homology groups will be with Z-    coefficients. Let D

be the 3-manifold obtained by taking disjoint copies Al., Air,, of Al    and identifying

corresponding boundary components by the identity map except for 7.  and 72, the

copies of 7. Suppose 2p image[fV,(7) -. W,(M3)] < pHA\T). Then

2p image [//.(T, U 72) -^ H,(D3)] < 4p image l//^) — r/j(D3)]

< 4p image [H^T) -» //,(A13)]

<2p//1(7) = pr/1(71 U72),

which contradicts Lemma 5.

See the proof of [18, Theorem 2] for more details of the proof of Theorem 7.

Theorem 7. Suppose X is a compact subset of the interior of a nonclosed,

piecewise-linear 3-manifold M . Suppose each component of X has property

uv(l, m; Z ) where p is a prime or zero and p = 2 if Al    is nonorientable. Then

there exists a compact polyhedron Z in Int Al    such that each component of Z is

a 3-manifold, X C Int Z, and there exists a Z„  obtained ¡rom Z by simple moves

in Al3 such that each component 7 of dZQ satisfies pH :(7; Z ) = pH AT; Z2) < 2m.
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Proof. We may suppose M    is compact. Assume p is a prime. According to

the Finiteness Theorem of Haken [7], [8], there exists a positive integer H such

that any collection of H or more disjoint, incompressible, polyhedral surfaces in

Int M    contains a pair of surfaces that are topologically parallel. Using an ANR-

sequence for X  in M    of the type described in the remark in §2, we can find com-

pact polyhedra Z,,...,Z„   j  suchthat

(1) each component of Z.   is a 3-manifold, z =!,•••,H+l,

(2) Z, C Int M3 and Z.  , C Int Z¿, im 1, • • •, H,

(3) if Z.  .  is a component of Z.  ,  and Z.   is the component of Z. that con-

tains Z.  j then p image [Hj(Z .  ,; Z ) —» Hj(Z. ; Z )] < m, i = 1, • • •, H, and

(4) XCIntZH + 1.

Call an (H + l)-tuple \Z.,- • •, Z„   ,! admissible if it satisfies (1), (2), and

(3). Lemma 4 shows that if Z    is obtained from Z. by a simple annexation of type
1 ff ' if

2 or a simple reduction in Z .   .  and Z .  , C Int Z ., then |Z., • • •, Z ., • • •, Z„   , !

is admissible. (The exceptional cases  i = 1 or H + 1 are left to the reader.)  Hence

there is an admissible (H + l)-tuple  JZ*, • • •, Z*   j !, obtained from ¡Z,, • • •, Z„  .}

by simple annexations of type 2 or simple reductions, that admits no further such

moves. Any boundary component of Z* that is not a 2-sphere must be incompressible.

(See the proof of [18, Theorem 2].)

If some Z* has only boundary components of rank < 2m, that Z* is our required

Zn  for Z = Z .. So suppose each Z* has a boundary component T. such that

pH.(T.; Z ) > 2wz. Now T., • • •, T„   , are disjoint, incompressible, polyhedral sur-

faces in Int M    so some T., T., z < /, bound a parallelity component A in M   (i.e.,

A  is piecewise-linearly homeomorphic to  T. x [0, l]  and dA = T. U T.). By the

Lemma in [7, Appendix] we can assume / = z + 1 (we may need to replace T,   by

another boundary component of Z£) and that Int A n (U _i   dZ*) consists entirely

of 2-spheres. Since A  is irreducible, A  is contained in Z* except for the interiors

of finitely many disjoint 3-cells contained in Int A. Let ZÎ    be the component of

Z* that contains T,, k = z or z + 1. Hence

p image fo,^,; Zp) - W^Z*'; Zp)] > p image [^(T.^; Zp) - H,(Z*'; Zp)]

= p image [/7j(r.; Z^) -» H,(zf ; Zp)] > m.

The last inequality follows from Corollary 6. But now the admissibility of |Z,, • • •,

Z*   ,! is violated. The proof is complete for p a prime once we show that if T is

an orientable surface, pH A\T; Z ) = pH A\T; Z2). But HX(T; Z) is a free abelian

group of rank twice the genus of T [15, p. 132]. So by the universal coefficient

theorem, pH AT; Z) = prY,(T; Zp) = pHA\T; Z2).

Suppose p = 0. But uv(l, m; Z) implies uv(l, m; ZJ. Hence the above proof

yields the desired conclusion. The proof of Theorem 7 is complete.
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Theorem 8.  Let M    be a nonclosed piecewise-linear 3-manifold. Let W., i -

1, - • •, k, be compact polyhedra in Int Al    such that each component of W. is a 3-

manifold and W.  . C Int W.. Let Z  be a compact polyhedron in Int W,   such that

each component Q    of Z is a 3-manifold that has free image in some W. (i.e.,

there exists a component R    of W . such that Q    C R    and image[n.(Q ) —» 7r.(R3)]

is a free group). Then by applying extended simple moves to Z in M    we can

obtain a Z„  such that each component of Z.  is simply connected.

Proof. Let  /   be the smallest integer such that each component of Z has

free image in some  W , s < I. We will induct on /.

Suppose / = 1. Apply Theorem 1 of [20] to each component of W.  with P being

the property of being a trivial group.

Suppose /> 1. There exists a Z.  obtained from Z by extended simple moves

in W, and such that Z.  admits no further extended simple moves in Wr Let Q.

be a nonsimply connected component of Z,. Let Q    be Q.'s ancestor in Z. By

[20, Lemma B + ] since Q    has free image in W , s < I, Q3 has free image in W

But if Q    has free image in W. then Theorem 1 of [20] implies that Q.  is simply

connected. Hence each component of Zj has free image in some W    where s <

/ — 1. By inductive hypothesis there is a Z. obtained from Z. by extended simple

moves in Al    such that each component of Z.  is simply connected. ZQ  is our

required polyhedron.

Caution. Theorem 8 asserts only that there exists some way to obtain the

required Z_. Often there are Z. 's obtained from Z by extended simple moves in

Al , that admit no further extended simple moves, and do not even have components

with free fundamental group. This contrasts with Theorem 1 of [20] in which every

Z3 that admits no further extended simple moves satisfies the conclusion.

A piecewise-linear 3-manifold  P    is irreducible if every polyhedral 2-sphere

in Int P3 bounds a 3-cell. P    is prime if every polyhedral, separating 2-sphere

in Int P    bounds a 3-cell. If P j and P3 are piecewise-linear 3-manifolds the

interior connected sum, denoted by  P. # P3, is obtained by choosing polyhedral

3-cells B3, B2 in Int P3, Int P2, respectively, removing Int B3 and Int B3, and

identifying dB.  and dBl by a piecewise-linear homeomorphism.

Lemma 9. If R    is a compact, irreducible, piecewise-linear 3-manifold that

has free fundamental group, then R3  is a handlebody or a homotopy 3-sphere.

Proof. Suppose R3 is closed. The only incompressible, 2-sided surfaces that

R    can contain are 2-spheres. Theorem 1 of [27] shows n-.(R3) is trivial. Hence

R    is a homotopy 3-sphere.

Suppose dR   4 0 and dR    contains a surface other than a 2-sphere. By the

loop theorem [26],  R3  admits a simple reduction to R.  (possibly not connected).
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Note each component of R.   is irreducible and has free fundamental group. Hence

there is a compact polyhedron Z  such that each component of Z is a 3-cell and Z

is obtained from R    by a finite number of simple reductions. Since R    is obtained

from Z by adding a finite number of solid 1-handles, R    is a handlebody.

Theorem 10.  Suppose R    is a compact, piecewise-linear 3-manifold with free

fundamental group. Then R    is piecewise-linearly homeomorphic to an interior

connected sum of a finite number of handlebodies, irreducible homotopy ^-spheres,

and S    bundles over S . (Sn denotes the n-sphere.)

Proof. The finiteness theorem [7], [8] implies that R    is piecewise-linearly

homeomorphic to a finite interior connected sum P. #•••# P,   of prime 3-manifolds.

The proof of Lemma 1 of [24] shows that any prime 3-manifold that is not irreducible

is an S    bundle over S . Since the fundamental group of R    is isomorphic to the

free product of the fundamental groups of P., • • •, P,, each  P .  has free funda-

mental group. By Lemma 9 each irreducible P .   is a handlebody or a homotopy 3-

sphere.

4. 1-dimensional compact sets. In this section we investigate the relationship

between arc pushing properties, separation properties, and definability by handle-

bodies for compact sets of dimension no larger than one.

Suppose £ > 0. A handlebody H    is e-thin if there exists a collection B., • • •,

B, of polyhedral 3-cells such that U _i B . = "  » B . O B .   is either empty or a

polyhedral 2-cell D. .  for i 4= j, B . O B . D B, = 0 for i, j, and k distinct, and
i ,j i i tz

each B . has diameter less than e.
i

Remarks. (1) The union of any subcollection of B .,•••, B, is a collection of

f-thin handlebodies. (2) If T is a triangulation of a 3-manifold of mesh less than

£ and  L  is a 1-dimensional subcomplex of T, then a second derived regular neigh-

borhood of L yields a 2f-handlebody.  The required B . correspond to the stars of

the vertices of the induced first derived subdivision of L. (3) Suppose G is a

polyhedral, finite graph in Int H    such that GOD.,  is exactly one point for all

D. .'s and we can consider B . to be a piecewise-linear cone over dB . such that

G C\B.  corresponds to a piecewise-linear subcone over G naß.. Then H    £-re-

tracts onto G by a retraction that maps B. into B . for all t*. (4) Suppose H    is a

subpolyhedron of the interior of a 3-manifold M    and G is a graph as described in

Remark (3). Suppose N is a regular neighborhood of G in Int H    such that N O

Di .  is a 2-cell for all D. .. Let U be a neighborhood of H . Then there is a

piecewise-linear £-homeomorphism (i.e., moves no point as much as f) / of M

onto itself such that f(N) = Hi, f(N t~\ D. .) = D. ., and / is the identity off U.

Suppose X is a proper, compact subset of the interior of a piecewise-linear

3-manifold M  . (Keep this notation for the remainder of the paragraph.) X is
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definable bye-thin handlebodies if X is definable by 3-manifolds each component

of which is an e-thin handlebody.  X is definable by thin handlebodies if, for each

£ > 0,  X is definable by e-thin handlebodies.  X has the (strong) arc pushing prop-

erty if, given e > 0  and a polyhedral arc A  contained in Int Al    such that X O dA

= 0, there is a piecewise-linear (e)-homeomorphism i of Al    onto Al    such that h

is the identity outside the f-neighborhood of X and h{A) n X =0. (McMillan [16]

has shown in orientable 3-manifolds the arc pushing property is equivalent to being

definable by handlebodies. No essential change in his proof is needed to drop

orientability. The arc pushing properties have also been investigated in [4], [5],

[23]).

The proof of Lemma 11 is immediate from Remark (I).

Lemma 11. Suppose X is a compact, proper subset of the interior of a piece-

wise-linear 3-manifold. Suppose Y is a closed subset of X. If X is definable by

thin handlebodies, then  Y is definable by thin handlebodies.

Lemma 12. Suppose X is a compact metric space. X has dimension less than

or equal to one if and only if there is an embedding of X in E    that is definable

by thin handlebodies.

Proof. If dim(X) < 1, then X embeds in Al, Menger's universal 1-dimensional

curve [ll]. Lefschetz [11, p. 529] embeds Al in  E    so that Al is definable by thin

handlebodies. (See Remark (2).) Hence by Lemma 11, X embeds in E    so as to

be definable by thin handlebodies.

Using Remark (3), we see that if X is definable by e-thin handlebodies, X er-

maps onto a finite graph. Hence X is at most 1-dimensional.

Theorem 13. Suppose X is a compact, proper subset of the interior of a piece-

wise-linear 3-manifold M .  The following statements are equivalent.

A. X is definable by thin handlebodies.

B. // p and q are distinct points in X there is a tame (i.e., definable by 3-

cells in Al ), compact, ^-dimensional subset of X that separates p and q.

C. X has the strong arc pushing property.

Proof. We can assume Al    is compact. In order to show statement A implies

statement B, let p and q be distinct points of X. It is sufficient to find a tame

2-sphere in Int Al    that separates p from q and intersects X in a 0-dimensional

set. Let S be a polyhedral 2-sphere in Int Al3 that separates p and q. There is

a S> 0 such that if h is a 5-homeomorphism of Al    onto Al , then h(S) separates

p and q. In view of the method for constructing homeomorphisms given in [2,

Theorem 7.1], it is sufficient to show that given e > 0  and a polyhedral 2-sphere
x   .        . . . z

Sj  m Int AI    there is a piecewise-linear «-homeomorphism / of Al    onto itself

such that f(S A n X has components of diameter less than e. Suppose e > 0 and a
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polyhedral 2-sphere 5,  in Int M    are given. There exists a disjoint collection

//?,•••, H    of £-thin handlebodies in Int M    whose union contains X. Let U,,

• " , U   be disjoint neighborhoods of H., • • •, H  , respectively. Let H    be one of

H., • " , H    and U be the corresponding U,, • • •, U . Recall the notation used in

defining H    as an f-thin handlebody.  We can assume that no D. .   is entirely

contained in S.. Hence we can pick a graph  G, as in Remark (3), such that, for

all D . ., G O S, O D . . = 0. Now select a regular neighborhood N of G in H  ,

as in Remark (4), such that N O 5, n D . . = 0 for all D.   's. Hence there exists' 1 '.7 '.7

a piecewise-linear £-homeomorphism g of M    onto itself puch that g is fixed off

(J, g(N) = /V3, and g(N O D. .) = D. .. Therefore each component of g(S,) n /V3 is
Z|7 '»7 *

contained in some B . and hence has diameter less than e. Let g., • • •, g   be the

homeomorphisms obtained for H., • • •, H , respectively. Let / be the composition

of gi» • • • » g • Each component of f(S.) O (ljr_, H.) has diameter less than e.

So each component of f(S.) n X has diameter less than f. Hence / is our required

homeomorphism.

We will now show statement B  implies statement C. Assume statement B

holds. We can strengthen statement B  by the following observations.  The alter-

native proof of Theorem 6.1 of [2] and Theorem II 2 of [10] show a finite union of

tame, O-dimensional, compact subsets of Int M    is a tame, O-dimensional compact

subset.  By simple compactness arguments we can establish the following two

statements in order. If p e X and  y is a closed subset of X that misses p then

there is a tame O-dimensional compact subset P of X that separates  p from all

points of y — P. If £ > 0  there exists a tame, O-dimensional, compact subset P

of X such that each component of X — P   has diameter less than e.

Suppose f > 0  and A  is a polygonal arc in Int M    such that X O SA = 0.

Since X contains no open subset of M  , there is a piecewise-linear f/3-homeomor-

phism h of M    onto itself such that h is fixed off the f/3-neighborhood of X and

each component of h(A) O X has diameter less than e/3. Let A .,•••, A    be dis-

joint subarcs of h(A) of diameter less than t/3 such that A . O X 4 0 and X C

(j'_. Int A .. Let U., • • •, U   be disjoint neighborhoods of A .,•••, A , respec-

tively, of diameter less than f/3. In the remainder of this proof our homeomorphisms

will be fixed off lj'_j U •• Note U'-i ^ ■ ls contained in the f-neighborhood of

X. Let Dv • • •, Dt be polyhedral 2-cells such that D. C U., D. n h(A) = A¿  and

A . n dD. - dA .. Since dA . misses X we can find disjoint subarcs A ., A .  of
1 1 ! I ' l '       l

dD .  such that A ., A .   miss X and A ., A ■  each contain one endpoint of A ..

Let E ., E .  be the closures of the two components of dD . — (A .  U A .). Let S be

the minimum of the distance from  E .   to  E .,  i = 1, • • •, t; the distance from X to

A . U A(.,  z = 1, • • •, t; the distance from X to the closure of h(A) - U'_j ^ •

There exists a piecewise-linear 5/3-homeomorphism /of M    onto M    suchthat/

is fixed off
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(j u.,f(h(A) u m d. jj n x c y /(d. - (a', u a")),

and /(|J'_j D.) misses Pg/,. (Pg;, is defined in the preceding paragraph.)

Therefore each component of ¡(D) n X has diameter less than ¿5/3. Note no com-

ponent of /(D.) n X separates ¡(A '.) from /(A") in /(D.) since /(E.) and f(E")

are at least a distance 5/3 apart. In /(D.) select a polyhedral arc A* such that

A* O f(dD ) = f(dA .) and A* misses X. There is a piecewise-linear e/3-homeomor-

phism g such that g is fixed off (j'_, f-, g/(^ .) = At and g is fixed on

f(h(A) — (U'_i J-nt A •)). Now g/& is a piecewise-linear e-homeomorphism fixed

off the e-neighborhood of X such that gfh(A) O X = 0.

In conclusion we will show statement C implies statement A. Let U be a

neighborhood of X in Al    and suppose e > 0. Let W be a compact polyhedron in

U such that each component of W is a 3-manifold and X C Int W. Suppose 7 is a

triangulation of W such that the mesh of 7 is less than  e/18 and 7 . is a second

derived subdivision of 7 such that no new vertex of 7   lies in X. (X contains no

open set.) Let 7      be the 1-skeleton of 7 and 7,,» be the dual 1-skeleton (i.e.,

the collection of all 1-simplexes and vertices of 7' that miss 7    ). Let H , H.

be the simplicial neighborhoods of 7     , 7,,., respectively, in T". Then H   u H.

= W, H1 n H¡CdHlndHl and //»,//.  are collections of e/9-thin handlebodies.

(See Remark (2).) Let A .,-••, A    be the I-simplexes of 7.... The endpoints of

A ,, • • •, A    miss X. Apply the strong arc pushing property to inductively choose

e., h.,  1 < i < s; such that e. is less than e/9s, e. is less than the distance from

X to i.   , • • • h ,(A , U — U A .   .), f . is less than the distance from X to dA .  ,
j— 1 11 i— I '    i i + l

U • • • U dA s, ( . is less than the distance from X to h .   . — h ÂdW) = dV/, and h .

is a piecewise-linear e-homeomorphism of M    onto itself such that h.h.   .•••h.(A)

nX = 0. Let h = h   • • -h,.  Then h  is a piecewise-linear e/9-homeomorphism of

Al3 onto Al3 such that h(W) = W and h(T(1)) n X = 0. Note h(Hl), h(H,) are col-

lections of f/3-thin handlebodies. Let N be a nice regular neighborhood of

b(T...) in h(H.) that misses X. There is a piecewise-linear e/3-homeomorphism

/ of Al3 onto M3 such that /è(H,) misses X, /¿(Int W) contains X and fhiW) C U.

(The inverse of the type of homeomorphism promised in Remark (4) is almost our

/. The situation is slightly changed since 7. j.  intersects dH,.) Hence fh(H ) is

a collection of e-thin handlebodies contained in U that contain X. The proof of

Theorem 13 is complete.

Corollary 14.  There is an embedding h of Menger's universal 1-dimensional

curve M in E3 and distinct points p and q in h(M) such that (1) every ^-dimen-

sional compact subset of h{M) that separates p and q is wild, and (2) every tame

surface in E3  that separates p and q must intersect h(M) in a l-dimensional set.
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Proof. The embeddings of M given in [4], [5], [23] all suffice in view of

Theorem 13. Bothe [5] even gives an embedding definable by handlebodies.

5. Main theorem and corollaries. Our main result is the following theorem.

Theorem 15. Suppose m and I are nonnegative integers and that p is either

zero or a prime. Let Y be a compact metric space such that each component of Y

has properties uv(l, m; Z ), uv(2, I; Z ) and UVF. Suppose X is a compact

metric space and Sh(y) > Sh(X).

Let h  be a topological embedding of X into the interior of a nonclosed, piecewise-

linear 3-manifold M . If M    is not orientable assume p = 2.  Then h(X) = 0°li H.

where H.   is a compact polyhedron in Int Al    such that each component of H.   is

a 3-manifold with free fundamental group and at most / + 1  boundary components,

and H.  , C Int H ..
z + 1 z

Proof. We can assume M    is compact. Suppose h(X) C U C Al    where U is an

open set. It is sufficient to find a compact polyhedron H C U such that each com-

ponent of H is a 3-manifold with free fundamental group and at most / + 1 bound-

ary components, and such that h(X) C Int H. Note that Theorem 1 and Lemma 2

imply that h(X) has properties uv(l, m; Z ), uv(2, /; Z ), and UVF.

Recalling the remark in §2 and Theorem 3 we can find compact polyhedra VTQ,

• • •, VT,, whose components are 3-manifolds, such that

(1) W ,+ 1 C Int W., i = 0, • • -, k - 1, X C Int W k, WQ C U,

(2) each component of VT,   has at most / + 1 boundary components,

(3) for each component VT.  ,   of W.  ,  the inclusion induced homomorphism

?7j(VT.  j) —» 7Tj(lV\) factors through a free group, i = 0, • • •, k - 1 (VT.  is the com-

ponent of VT.  that contains VT.  ,), and

(4) k > (pH2(M3; Z2) + 1+ l)2m + p/VjiM3; Z2) + 1

By Theorem 7 we can find compact polyhedra Z and Z    such that each com-

ponent of Z is a 3-manifold, ¿(X) C Z C Int VT,, ZQ  is obtained from Z by simple

moves in VT,, and every component T of dZQ  satisfies pHA\T\ Z ) = pH,(T; Z-)

< 2z7z. Let L., • • •, L    be the components of VT, - Int Z.  that do not intersect

dW,. Let V = Zn U L, U..-U L   C Int W,. Note dV CdZn.tz 0 l s k 0

Our goal in the next few paragraphs is to show each component of V has free

image in some VT.. Let Q    be a component of V and VT^ be the component of VT,

that contains Q . Since w! has at most /+ 1 boundary components, VT^ - Int Q3

has at most /+ 1 components. Hence M   -Int Q    has at most /+ 1 components.

We will now show g3 has at most p/V2(M3; Z7) + I + 1  boundary components.

Suppose S .,•" , S   are the boundary components of Q, M   - Int Q3 has r < I + 1

components, and S,, • • •, S   are numbered so that S        .,•••, S   lie in different

components of AI3 - Int 23. Since Al3 - (S. U • • • U S     ) is connected, S., • • •,
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S       are carriers for linearly independent elements of H Aß ; ZA. So t -r<

pH2(Al3; Z2)and í <pH2(Al3;Z2)+/+1  as asserted.   Hence p/f.((?Q3; Z2) <

(pr72(Ar; Z2) + /+ l)2m.   Using  the Mayer-Vietoris   sequence   for   Q     and

the   closure   of    M3   -  Q3   with   coefficients   Z2,   we   see   that

imaged, (dQ3; Z^-^H^Q3, ZJ] contains ker[f/,(Q3; Z2) — f/j(A13; Z2)].

Hence

pf/,(Q3; Z2) < p image [//.(Q3; Z2) -» f/jÍAl3; Z.,)]

+ pker[f/1(S3;Z2) — //j(Al3; Z2)]

< pf/jiAl3; Z2) + pHA\dQ\ Z2)< K- 1.

We will use primes to denote components.   There are components f ..,•••,

U^ of W0,--», Wfe such that Q3 C w'k C • • • C w'Q.  Recall that ff,(WÎ) -» V.ÇV'j)

factors through a free group F..   Let /.: 7Tj(W¿ ) —» F. and g¿: F. —» 77, (W .   , ) be

factoring homomorphisms.  The following diagram is consistent.  We define h. =

/i-l«,:Fi^Ff-l-

»,<ß3)-♦ »,(1^) — V^.,)"» " ffjttfj)- •v-g

"fc-1

Let /. = image [^(Q3) — F .], i = 1,. ••, k.   Let 0; = *f |, .  Note that 6.,

i = 2, • • •, k, is an epimorphism.   Hence p/^ > pL^i > ••• > plj > 0.  Consider

the consistent diagram

4■ »i<*;> ■

1

1
~/*®Z2

^(Q3)-

I
f/i(e3) -

J
r/,(Ö3;Z2)

where the top vertical arrows represent abelianization epimorphisms, /, is the

abelianization of /,, the middle horizontal arrow is the epimorphism induced by

the top half of the diagram, the bottom vertical arrows are tensor product epimor-

phisms, and the bottom horizontal arrow is the epimorphism induced from the

diagram.  Since  ¡k is a free group, plk = p]k = p]k ® Z2#   Therefore,

pl/t S. pHyiQ.   > ̂ 2) < ^ ~ *•   *ü f°ll°ws that, for some i, I{ and 7._j are free groups
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on the same number of generators.  So by [12, p. 312] 6. is an isomorphism,

g.\j   is a monomorphism, and so Q    has free image in VT!_j.
i
Now we can apply Theorem 8 to find a VQ obtained from V by extended simple

moves in U such that each component of VQ has free fundamental group.  Recall

that h(X)C Z C U, ZQ is obtained from Z by simple moves in U, and ZQ C V.   By

applying [20, Theorem 1 +]we can find a compact polyhedron R in U such that each

component of R is a 3-manifold with free fundamental group and h(X)C Int R.

Hence h(X) is definable by free 3-manifolds.

The R we obtained in the preceding paragraph satisfies the conditions we

require for H except possibly some component of R may have more than / + 1

boundary components.   Keep the notation of the preceding paragraphs.   Let P be

a compact polyhedron in Int R such that each component P  of P is a 3-manifold

with free fundamental group, h(X)C Int P, and p image[r72(P ; Z ) —»

H2(R  ; Z  )] < I where R   is the component of R that contains P .

Using Theorem 10 we see that P   is homeomorphic to P,# • • • #P  where

each P. is either a homotopy 3-sphere, S   bundle over S , or a handlebody.   Let

Tj, • • •, Tr_ j  be disjoint, polyhedral 2-spheres in P   such that the components

of P  cut along T.,-", Tf_l are equivalent, in the sense of Milnor [24], to

P., • • •, P .   Note that if / is a boundary component of P , then / plus some sub-

collection of r,,»»»! T    «  bounds a compact 3-manifold N.CP.   (N. is homeo-

morphic to a handlebody minus the interiors of a disjoint collection of 3-cells.)

Let C be a small regular neighborhood of T. U • •• u 7"    . in P .   Let

[/.,•••, (/    be the components of R   - Int C and V,, • • •, V    be the components

of P'- Int C.   Note «9í/¿ n Int R ' and dV, O Int P'consist of 2-spheres.   Hence

each  U. and V- has free fundamental group.   Let D be C union the f.'s that miss

dR  .   Each component of D has free fundamental group and 2-sphere boundary

components.   Let H  be D union the V.'s that miss Int D.  Note H   is connected,

í7j(/j') is free, ¿Vi'C r?P', and H''D P'.   If N is a component of R ' - Int //'that

misses dR', let /j,***, /, be the components of /V O H*.   Then N UN,  U •••

U N.  contains some (/. that should have been added to C to obtain D.  Hence
t

each component of R  - Int H  must intersect dR*.  Note also that if P" is another

component of P then H  contains P  or H  OP =0.   Now the last three paragraphs

of the proof of Theorem 3 apply to give us our required H.   The proof of Theorem

15 is complete.

A (homotopy cube-with-hand les) homotopy handlebody is a 3-manifold homeo-

morphic to the interior connected sum of a homotopy 3-sphere and a (cube-with-

handles) handlebody.   The meaning of being definable by homotopy handlebodies

(or homotopy cubes-with-handles) should be clear.

If X is a compact metric space Borsuk [3] says the fundamental dimension
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of X is less than or equal to one, written Fd(X)< 1, if there exists an at most 1-

dimensional compact metric space Y such that Sh(Y)> Sh(X).

Corollary 16. Suppose m is a nonnegative integer and p = 0 or is a prime.

Suppose X is a compact metric space such that each component of X has proper-

ties uv(l, m; Z ), uv(2, 0; Z ) and UVF.  Suppose h is a topological embedding

of X into the interior of a nonclosed, piecewise-linear 3-manifold M .   // Ar  is

nonorientable assume p = 2.   Then (1) h(X) is definable by homotopy handlebodies

and (2) // Al    is orientable, hiX) is definable by homotopy cubes-with-handles.

Proof.  (2) follows from (1).   By Theorem 15 we know that h(X) is definable

by free 3-manifolds each component of which has connected boundary.   Let U be

a neighborhood of h(X) in Al3 such that p image[f/2((/; Zp) -» .^(Al3; Z )] = 0.  It is

sufficient to show that any compact piecewise-linear 3-manifold contained in U

with free fundamental group and connected boundary must be a homotopy handle-

body.  Suppose W    is a compact, piecewise-linear 3-manifold in U with nAW )

free and dW    connected.   By Theorem 10, if W    is not a homotopy handlebody

then W    contains a nonseparating, polyhedral 2-sphere S.   But S C U and S is

the carrier of a representative of a nontrivial element of H2(A1 ; Z ).   Our choice

of U makes this impossible.   Hence W    must be a homotopy handlebody.

Corollary 17.  Let m be a nonnegative integer and let p = 0 or a prime.  Sup-

pose X is a compact metric space such that each component of X has property

uv(l, m; Z  ).   Let h be d topological embedding of X into the interior of a non-
3 3

closed, piecewise-linear 3-manifold M .   If Al    is nonorientable let p = 2.   Then

(1) if the dimension of X is < 1, HX) is definable by handlebodies, and (2) if

Fd(X)< 1, then />(X) is definable by homotopy handlebodies.

Proof. If the dimension of X is < 1, by Lemma 12 we can embed X in E   so

as to be definable by thin handlebodies.  Hence X has properties uv(2, 0; Z )

and UVF.   By Corollary 16, h(X) is definable by homotopy handlebodies.  Using

Theorem 4 of [23] we see that we can choose the homotopy handlebodies to be

handlebodies.

If Fd(X)< 1 there exists a compact metric space Y such that dim(Y)< 1 and

Sh(Y) > Sh(X).   By Lemma 12, Y has properties UVF and uv(2, 0; Z ).  Hence by

Theorem 1, X has the same properties.  Using Corollary 16 we see that h(X) is

definable by homotopy handlebodies.   The proof is complete.

A continuum is a compact connected metric space. A topological space is

locally n-connected, n > 0, if the space is locally connected in dimension i for

0 < i < n.  See [9].

Lemma 18.  Let p = 0 or a prime and let n be a nonnegative integer.  Suppose
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X is a locally n-connected continuum contained in the interior of a nonclosed,

piecewise-linear 3-manifold Al  .   Then there exists a compact, polyhedral 3-

manifold N   such that

XCIntiV3,       /V3CIntA13,

image [hIX; Zp) — tf .(Al3; Zp)] = image [H.(/V3; Zp) — f7.(/M3; Zp)]

for 0 < i < n + 1,

and

image Vtt^X) — tt^AI3)] = image [tTj(/V3) — 77j(A13)].

Proof. We may assume Al    is compact.  Since AI   is an ANR there is an

£ > 0 such that any two £-close maps from a compact metric space into Al    are

homotopic.   There exists a 8 > 0 such that if N    is a compact polyhedral 3-

manifold in the S-neighborhood of X and o- 2 n. o~. is a 5-small z'-cycle iñ N

(i.e., each singular z'-simplex a. has diameter less than 8, cr.C Ar, tz. belongs to

Z , and a represents an element of H.(N ; Z )) there is a singular z'-cycle o' =

272.ct. in X such that tr. and <7. are f-close for each /.   (See Theorem 4.1 of Chap-
li i        t i ' r

ter 5 of [9].)   Hence crand a   represent the same element of Hi(Mi; Z  ).   We leave

the proof of the condition on images of fundamental groups to the reader.

Addendum. //, for some i < n + 1, H .(X; Z  ) is finitely generated, then X

has property uv(z, 772; Z  ) where m = pH .(X; Z  ).

The last two corollaries of Theorem 15 are stated only in terms of a con-

tinuum.   Of course there are similar corollaries where we apply the hypotheses

to the components of a compact set.

Corollary 19. Suppose X is a compact ANR and h is a topological embedding

of X into the interior of a nonclosed, piecewise-linear 3-manifold Al .   Let p - 0

or a prime.   If Al    ¿s nonorientable assume p - 2.   Then (1) h(X) is definable by

free 3-manifolds if and only if n.(X) is free, and (2) h(X) is definable by homo-

topy handlebodies if and only if n.(X) is free and X has property uv(2, 0; Z ).

Proofi- Let N    be a compact, polyhedral 3-manifold in Int Al3 such that

h(X)C Int N3 and ¿V3 retracts onto h(X).   Note the inclusion h(X)C ¿V3 induces

monomorphisms on homology and homotopy groups.  We will prove (1).   The proof

of (2) is similar.   If h(X) is definable by free 3-manifolds then 77j(X) is free.

By Lemma 18 and the Addendum, X has properties uv(l, 777; Z ) and uv(2, /; Z )

for ttz = p//j(X; Z ) and / = pH2(X; Z  ).  Again by Lemma 18 we see X has prop-

erty UVF.   By Theorem 15 we are done.
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Corollary 20. Suppose X is a continuum and h., h2 are topological embed-

dings of X into the interiors of nonclosed, piecewise-linear 3-manifolds An, Al2,

respectively.   Let p=0 or a prime.   If either Al? or Mi is nonorientable, assume

p = 2.   Then (1) If X is locally 1-connected and H AX; Z ) and H AX; Z ) are

finitely generated, then h AX) is definable by free 3-manifolds if and only if

h AX) is definable by free 3-manifolds, and (2) // X is locally 0-connected and

H AX; Z  ) is finitely generated, then h AX) is definable by homotopy handle-

bodies if and only if h (X) is definable by homotopy handlebodies.

Proof. Considering (1) we see that by the addendum to Lemma 18, X has

properties uv(l, m; Z  ) and uv(2, /; Z ) for m = pH^'X; Z ) and I = pHAX; Z  ).

If either h^(X) or h2(X) is definable by free 3-manifolds, then X has property

UVF.   By Theorem 15, (1) holds.

For (2) note that X has property uv(l, m; Z ) where m = p//j(X; Z ).   If

either h AX) or h AX) is definable by homotopy handlebodies then X has proper-

ties UVF and uv(2, 0; Z ).   Hence by Corollary 16, (2) holds.
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